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2

Alabama - The Camellia State
The Yellowhammer State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Alabama.
2. A news story related to Alabama government.
3. A news story about Alabama history.
4. A story and picture about an Alabama city or town.
5. An Alabama tourist attraction.
6. A story about an Alabama natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A story about the U.S Space Camp.
8. A sports story about an Alabama race track.
9. A sports story about an Alabama college or university sports team.
10. A sports story about a local Alabama town sports team.
11. A classified ad for an Alabama job.
12. The temperature in four Alabama towns or cities.
13. Make a list of as many names of places in Alabama you can find.
14. A story about a famous historical figure from Alabama.
15. An article about Alabama’s peanut industry.
Bonus: Find a picture of an Alabama State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Alabama go to www.alabama.gov

3

Alaska - The Last Frontier
The Land of the Midnight Sun
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Alaska.
2. A news story related to Alaska government.
3. A news story about Alaska history.
4. A story and picture about an Alaska city or town.
5. An Alaska tourist attraction.
6. A story about an Alaska natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of Alaska.
8. A reference to the International Date Line.
9. A story about Alaska’s main export, seafood.
10. A sport's story about a local Alaska town sports team.
11. A classified ad for an Alaska job.
12. The temperature in four Alaska towns or cities.
13. Make a list of as many names of places in Alaska you can find.
14. A story about Alaska being the last frontier.
15. A story about the Alaska as the land of the midnight sun.
16. The temperature in Alaska’s capital city.
Bonus: Find a picture of an Alaska State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Alaska go to www.state.ak.us

4

Arizona – The Grand Canyon State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Arizona.
2. A news story related to Arizona government.
3. A news story about Arizona history.
4. A story and picture about an Arizona city or town.
5. An Arizona tourist attraction.
6. A story about an Arizona natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of Arizona.
8. A sports story about an Arizona professional sports team.
9. A reference to the Four Corners.
10. A sports story about a local Arizona town sports team.
11. A classified ad for an Arizona job.
12. The temperature in four Arizona towns or cities.
13. Make a list of as many names of places in Arizona you can find.
14. A story about a famous historical figure from Arizona.
15. The weather in a city on an Indian reservation.

Bonus: Find a picture of a Arizona State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Arizona go to www.az.gov

5

Arkansas - The Natural State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Arkansas.
2. A news story related to Arkansas government.
3. A news story about Arkansas history.
4. A story and picture about an Arkansas city or town.
5. An Arkansas tourist attraction.
6. A story about an Arkansas natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of Arkansas.
8. A reference to Arkansas diamonds.
9. A sports story about an Arkansas college or university sports team.
10. A sports story about a local Arkansas town sports team.
11. A classified ad for an Arkansas job.
12. The weather forecast for 4 Arkansas towns or cities.
13. Make a list of as many names of places in Arkansas you can find.
14. A story about the beauty of the Natural State of Arkansas.
15. A photo of the Mississippi River.
Bonus: Find a picture of an Arkansas State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Arkansas go to www.state.ar.us.

6

California - The Golden State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of California.
2. A news story related to California government.
3. A news story about California history that mentions the Gold Rush.
4. A story and picture about a California city or town.
5. A California tourist attraction.
6. A story about a California natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of California.
8. A sports story about a California professional sports team.
9. An ad for sports equipment used in California waters.
10. A sports story about a local California town sports team.
11. A classified ad for a California job.
12. The temperature in four California towns or cities.
13. Make a list of California cities that have American Indian names.
14. A story originating from California’s capitol city.
15. A photo of a famous California place.
Bonus: Find a picture of the California State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of California go to www.state.ca.us
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Colorado- The Centennial State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Colorado.
2. A news story related to Colorado government.
3. A news story about Colorado history.
4. A story and picture about a Colorado city or town.
5. A Colorado tourist attraction.
6. A story about a Colorado natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of Colorado.
8. A sports story about a Colorado professional sports team.
9. A sports story about a Colorado college or university sports team.
10. A sports story about a local Colorado town sports team.
11. A classified ad for a Colorado job.
12. The weather forecast for 4 Colorado towns or cities.
13. Make a list of as many names of places in Colorado you can find.
14. A story about a famous historical figure from Colorado.

Bonus: Find a picture of a Colorado State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Colorado go to www.colorado.gov
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Connecticut - The Constitution State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Connecticut.
2. A news story related to Connecticut government.
3. A news story about Connecticut history.
4. A story and picture about a Connecticut city or town.
5. A Connecticut tourist attraction.
6. A story about a Connecticut natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of Connecticut.
8. The weather forecast for Connecticut’s capitol.
9. A sports story about a Connecticut college or university sports team.
10. A sports story about a local Connecticut town sports team.
11. A classified ad for a Connecticut job.
12. The temperature in four Connecticut towns or cities.
13. Make a list of as many names of places in Connecticut you can find.
14. A story about a famous historical figure from Connecticut.

Bonus: Find a picture of a Connecticut State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Connecticut go to www.ct.gov
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Delaware - The First State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Delaware.
2. A news story related to Delaware government.
3. A news story about Delaware history.
4. A story and picture about a Delaware city or town.
5. A Delaware tourist attraction.
6. A story about a Delaware natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of Delaware.
8. A story about a Delaware company doing business in another state.
9. A sports story about a Delaware college or university sports team.
10. A sports story about a local Delaware town sports team.
11. A classified ad for a Delaware job.
12. The temperature in four Delaware towns or cities.
13. Make a list of as many names of places in Delaware you can find.
14. A story about a famous historical figure from Delaware.

Bonus: Find a picture of a Delaware State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Delaware go to www.delaware.gov
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Florida - The Sunshine State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Florida.
2. A news story related to Florida government.
3. A news story about Florida history.
4. A story and picture about a Florida city or town.
5. A Florida tourist attraction.
6. A story about a Florida natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of Florida.
8. A sports story about a Florida professional sports team.
9. A sports story about a Florida college or university sports team.
10. A sports story about a local Florida town sports team.
11. A classified ad for a Florida job.
12. The temperature in four Florida towns or cities.
13. Make a list of as many names of places in Florida you can find.
14. A story about a famous historical figure from Florida.
Bonus: Find a picture of a Florida State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Florida go to www.florida.gov
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Georgia - The Peach State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Georgia.
2. A news story related to Georgia government.
3. A news story about Georgia history.
4. A story and picture about a Georgia city or town.
5. A Georgia tourist attraction.
6. A story about a Georgia natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of Georgia.
8. A story or ad that mentions a Georgia peach
9. A sports story about a Georgia college or university sports team.
10. A sports story about a local Georgia town sports team.
11. A classified ad for a Georgia job.
12. The temperature in four Georgia towns or cities.
13. Make a list of as many names of places in Georgia you can find.
14. A story about a famous historical figure from Georgia.

Bonus: Find a picture of a Georgia State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Georgia go to www.georgia.gov
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Hawaii - The Aloha State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Hawaii.
2. A news story related to Hawaiian government.
3. A news story about Hawaiian history.
4. A story and picture about a Hawaii city or town.
5. A Hawaiian tourist attraction.
6. A story about a Hawaii natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of Hawaii.
8. A photo of a famous Hawaiian landmark.
9. A sports story about a Hawaiian college or university sports team.
10. A sports story about a local Hawaii town sports team.
11. A classified ad for a job in Hawaii.
12. The temperature in four towns or cities in Hawaii.
13. Make a list of as many names of places in Hawaii you can find.
14. A story about a famous historical figure from Hawaii.
15. A story from three different Hawaiian islands.

Bonus: Find a picture of Hawaii’s State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Hawaii go to www.hawaii.gov
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Idaho - The Gem State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Idaho.
2. A news story related to Idaho government.
3. A news story about Idaho history.
4. A story and picture about an Idaho city or town.
5. An Idaho tourist attraction.
6. A story about an Idaho natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of Idaho.
8. A photo of an Idaho landmark.
9. A sports story about an Idaho college or university sports team.
10. A sports story about a local Idaho town sports team.
11. A classified ad for an Idaho job.
12. The weather forecast for four Idaho towns or cities.
13. Make a list of as many names of places in Idaho you can find.
14. A story about a famous historical figure from Idaho.
15. An ad showing the cost of a product grown or manufactured in Idaho.

Bonus: Find a picture of an Idaho State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Idaho go to www.idaho.gov

14

Illinois - The Land of Lincoln
The Prairie State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Illinois.
2. A news story related to Illinois government.
3. A news story about Illinois history.
4. A story and picture about an Illinois city or town.
5. An Illinois tourist attraction.
6. A story about an Illinois natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of Illinois.
8. A photo of a famous Illinois landmark.
9. A sports story about an Illinoisan college or university sports team.
10. A sports story about a local Illinois town sports team.
11. A classified ad for a job in Illinois.
12. The temperature in four towns or cities in Illinois.
13. Make a list of as many names of places in Illinois you can find.
14. A story about a famous historical figure from Illinois.
15. A story from Illinois’ capitol city.

Bonus: Find a picture of Illinois’s State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Illinois go to www.illinois.gov

15

Indiana - The Hoosier State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Indiana.
2. A news story related to Indiana government.
3. A news story about Indiana history.
4. A story and picture about an Indiana city or town.
5. An Indiana tourist attraction.
6. A story about an Indiana natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of Indiana.
8. A photo of a famous Indiana landmark.
9. A story about Indiana professional sports.
10. A sports story about a local Indiana town sports team.
11. A classified ad for a job in Indiana.
12. The temperature in four towns or cities in Indiana.
13. Make a list of as many names of places in Indiana you can find.
14. A story about a famous historical figure from Indiana.

Bonus: Find a picture of Indiana’s State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Indiana go to www.in.gov
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Iowa - The Hawkeye State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Iowa.
2. A news story related to Iowa government.
3. A news story about Iowa history.
4. A story and picture about an Iowa city or town.
5. An Iowa tourist attraction.
6. A story about an Iowa natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of Iowa.
8. A story about a product grown or manufactured in Iowa.
9. A sports story about an Iowa college or university sports team.
10. A sports story about a local Iowa town sports team.
11. A classified ad for an Iowa job.
12. The weather forecast for 4 Iowa towns or cities.
13. Make a list of as many names of places in Iowa you can find.
14. A story about an Iowa Hawkeye.
15. A reference to Iowa as the Hawkeye State.
Bonus: Find a picture of an Iowa State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Iowa go to www.iowa.gov

17

Kansas - The Sunflower State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Kansas.
2. A news story related to Kansas government.
3. A news story about Kansas history.
4. A story and picture about a Kansas city or town.
5. A Kansas tourist attraction.
6. A story about a Kansas natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of Kansas.
8. A sports story about a Kansas professional sports team.
9. A sports story about a Kansas college or university sports team.
10. A sports story about a local Kansas town sports team.
11. A classified ad for a Kansas job.
12. The weather forecast for a Kansas town or city.
13. Make a list of as many names of places in Kansas you can find.
14. A story about a famous Kansas Jayhawk! (Not necessarily a sports figure).

Bonus: Find a picture of a Kansas state emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Kansas go to www.state.ks.us.

18

Kentucky - The Bluegrass State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Kentucky.
2. A news story related to Kentucky government.
3. A news story about Kentucky history.
4. A story and picture about a Kentucky city or town.
5. A Kentucky tourist attraction.
6. A story about a Kentucky natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of Kentucky.
8. A story about a Kentucky horses.
9. A sports story about a Kentucky college or university sports team.
10. A sports story about a local Kentucky town sports team.
11. A classified ad for a Kentucky job.
12. The temperature in four Kentucky towns or cities.
13. Make a list of as many names of places in Kentucky you can find.
14. A story about a famous historical figure from Kentucky.
15. The cost of something grown or manufactured in Kentucky.

Bonus: Find a picture of a Kentucky State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Kentucky go to www.kentucky.gov

19

Louisiana – A Sportsman’s Paradise
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper. Indicate
the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each story.

1. A map of Louisiana.
2. A news story related to Louisiana government.
3. A news story about Louisiana history.
4. A story and picture about a Louisiana city or town.
5. A Louisiana tourist attraction.
6. A story about a Louisiana natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of Louisiana.
8. A sports story about a Louisiana college or university sports team.
9. A sports story about a local Louisiana town sports team.
10. A classified ad for a Louisiana job.
11. The weather forecast for 4 Louisiana towns or cities.
12. Make a list of as many names of places in Louisiana you can find.
13. A story about a Louisiana artist. What type of artist is it (musician, painter,
dramatist, dancer, etc)?
14. A story about Louisiana people letting the good times roll (Laissez les bon temps
rouler). What is the event and what are people doing?
15. Find a product grown, created, or manufactured in Louisiana.
Bonus: Find a picture of a Louisiana State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Louisiana go to www.louisiana.gov

20

Maine - The Pine Tree State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Maine.
2. A news story related to Maine government.
3. A news story about Maine history.
4. A story and picture about a Maine city or town.
5. A Maine tourist attraction.
6. A story about a Maine natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of Maine.
8. A sports story about a Maine college or university sports team.
9. A sports story about a local Maine town sports team.
10. A classified ad for a Maine job.
11. The temperature in four Maine towns or cities.
12. Make a list of as many names of places in Maine you can find.
13. A story about a famous historical figure from Maine.
14. The cost of something grown or manufactured in Maine.

Bonus: Find a picture of a Maine State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Maine go to www.maine.gov

21

Maryland - The Old Line State
The Free State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Maryland.
2. A news story related to Maryland government.
3. A news story about Maryland history.
4. A story and picture about a Maryland city or town.
5. A Maryland tourist attraction.
6. A story about a Maryland natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of Maryland.
8. A sports story about a Maryland professional sports team.
9. A sports story about a Maryland college or university sports team.
10. A sports story about a local Maryland town sports team.
11. A classified ad for a Maryland job.
12. The temperature in four Maryland towns or cities.
13. Make a list of as many names of places in Maryland you can find.
14. A story about a famous historical figure from Maryland.
15. The cost of something grown or manufactured in Maryland.

Bonus: Find a picture of a Maryland State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Maryland go to www.maryland.gov
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Massachusetts - The Bay State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Massachusetts.
2. A news story related to Massachusetts government.
3. A news story about Massachusetts history.
4. A story and picture about a Massachusetts city or town.
5. A Massachusetts tourist attraction.
6. A story about a Massachusetts natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of Massachusetts.
8. A sports story about a Massachusetts professional sports team.
9. A sports story about a Massachusetts college or university sports team.
10. A sports story about a local Massachusetts town sports team.
11. A classified ad for a Massachusetts job.
12. The temperature in four Massachusetts towns or cities.
13. Make a list of as many names of places in Massachusetts you can find.
14. A story about a famous historical figure from Massachusetts.
15. The cost of something grown or manufactured in Massachusetts.

Bonus: Find a picture of a Massachusetts State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it
here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Massachusetts go to www.mass.gov
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Michigan - The Wolverine State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Michigan.
2. A news story related to Michigan government.
3. A news story about Michigan history.
4. A story and picture about a Michigan city or town.
5. A Michigan tourist attraction.
6. A story about a Michigan natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of Michigan.
8. A sports story about a Michigan professional sports team.
9. A sports story about a Michigan college or university sports team.
10. A sports story about a local Michigan town sports team.
11. A classified ad for a Michigan job.
12. The temperature in four Michigan towns or cities.
13. Make a list of as many names of places in Michigan you can find.
14. A story about a famous historical figure from Michigan.
15. The cost of something grown or manufactured in Michigan.
Bonus: Find a picture of a Michigan State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Michigan go to www.michigan.gov
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Minnesota - The Land of 10,000 Lakes
The Gopher State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Minnesota.
2. A news story related to Minnesota government.
3. A news story about Minnesota history.
4. A story and picture about a Minnesota city or town.
5. A Minnesota tourist attraction.
6. A story about a Minnesota natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of Minnesota.
8. A sports story about a Minnesota professional sports team.
9. A sports story about a Minnesota college or university sports team.
10. A sports story about a local Minnesota town sports team.
11. A classified ad for a Minnesota job.
12. The temperature in four Minnesota towns or cities.
13. Make a list of as many names of places in Minnesota you can find.
14. A story about a famous historical figure from Minnesota.
15. The names of the Great Lakes.
Bonus: Find a picture of a Minnesota State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Minnesota go to www.state.mn.us
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Mississippi - The Magnolia State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Mississippi.
2. A news story related to Mississippi government.
3. A news story about Mississippi history.
4. A story and picture about a Mississippi city or town.
5. A Mississippi tourist attraction.
6. A story about a Mississippi natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of Mississippi.
8. A photo of a Mississippi landmark.
9. A sports story about a Mississippi college or university sports team.
10. A news item about an event featuring jazz or blues music.
11. A classified ad for a Mississippi job.
12. The temperature in four Mississippi towns or cities.
13. Make a list of as many names of places in Mississippi you can find.
14. A story about a famous historical figure from Mississippi.
15. A story about something grown in Mississippi.

Bonus: Find a picture of a Mississippi State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Mississippi go to www.state.ms.us
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Missouri - The Show Me State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Missouri.
2. A news story related to Missouri government.
3. A news story about Missouri history.
4. A story and picture about a Missouri city or town.
5. A Missouri tourist attraction.
6. A story about a Missouri natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of Missouri.
8. A sports story about a Missouri professional sports team.
9. A sport' story about a Missouri college or university sports team.
10. A sports story about a local Missouri town sports team.
11. A classified ad for a Missouri job.
12. The weather forecast for 4 Missouri towns or cities.
13. Make a list of as many names of places in Missouri you can find.
14. A story about someone acting as stubborn as a Missouri Mule!
15. A story about someone needing proof, before believing something - a true
Show-Me Missourian.
Bonus: Find a picture of a Missouri State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Missouri go to www.state.mo.us.
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Montana - The Treasure State
Big Sky Country
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Montana.
2. A news story related to Montana government.
3. A news story about Montana history.
4. A story and picture about a Montana city or town.
5. A Montana tourist attraction.
6. A story about a Montana natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of Montana.
8. A sports story about a Montana college or university sports team.
9. A photo of nature in Montana.
10. A sport's story about a local Montana town sports team.
11. A classified ad for a Montana job.
12. The temperature in four Montana towns or cities.
13. Make a list of as many names of places in Montana you can find.
14. A story about a famous historical figure from Montana.
15. A story about a national park in Montana.

Bonus: Find a picture of a Montana State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Montana go to www.mt.gov
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Nebraska - The Cornhusker State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Nebraska.
2. A news story related to Nebraska government.
3. A news story about Nebraska history.
4. A story and picture about a Nebraska city or town.
5. A Nebraska tourist attraction.
6. A story about a Nebraska natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of Nebraska.
8. A sports story about a Nebraska college or university sports team.
9. A sports story about a local Nebraska town sports team.
10. A classified ad for a Nebraska job.
11. The weather forecast for 4 Nebraska towns or cities.
12. Make a list of as many names of places in Nebraska you can find.
13. A story about a Nebraska Cornhusker.
14. A reference to Nebraska as the Cornhusker State.

Bonus: Find a picture of a Nebraska State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Nebraska go to www.nebraska.gov
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Nevada - The Silver State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Nevada.
2. A news story related to Nevada government.
3. A news story about Nevada history.
4. A story and picture about a Nevada city or town.
5. A Nevada tourist attraction.
6. A story about a Nevada natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of Nevada.
8. A photo of a Nevada landmark.
9. A sports story about a Nevada college or university sports team.
10. A sports story about a local Nevada town sports team.
11. A classified ad for a Nevada job.
12. The weather forecast for 4 Nevada towns or cities.
13. Make a list of as many names of places in Nevada you can find.
14. A story about a famous historical figure from Nevada.

Bonus: Find a picture of a Nevada State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Nevada go to www.nevada.gov
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New Hampshire – The Granite State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of New Hampshire.
2. A news story related to New Hampshire government.
3. A news story about New Hampshire history.
4. A story and picture about a New Hampshire city or town.
5. A New Hampshire tourist attraction.
6. A story about a New Hampshire natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of New Hampshire.
8. A story about a New Hampshire corporation concerned with the environment.
9. A sports story about a New Hampshire college or university sports team.
10. A sports story about a local New Hampshire town sports team.
11. A classified ad for a New Hampshire job.
12. The temperature in four New Hampshire towns or cities.
13. Make a list of as many names of places in New Hampshire you can find.
14. A story about a famous historical figure from New Hampshire.
15. Names of the three mountains in New Hampshire that are named for U.S.
presidents.

Bonus: Find a picture of a New Hampshire State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it
here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of New Hampshire go to www.state.nh.us
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New Jersey - The Garden State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of New Jersey.
2. A news story related to New Jersey government.
3. A news story about New Jersey history.
4. A story and picture about a New Jersey city or town.
5. A New Jersey tourist attraction.
6. A story about a New Jersey environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of New Jersey.
8. A sports story about a New Jersey college or university sports team.
9. A sports story about a local New Jersey town sports team.
10. A classified ad for a New Jersey job.
11. The weather forecast for four New Jersey towns or cities.
12. Make a list of as many names of places in New Jersey you can find.
13. An article about something that has happened in Trenton, the state capital.
14. A monument to, a picture of, or a story about a bygone era in New Jersey
15. A sports story about a New Jersey hockey team.

Bonus: Find a picture of a New Jersey State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name_______________________________________

Total items found:_______

For more information about the great State of New Jersey go to www.state.nj.us
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New Mexico – Land of Enchantment
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of New Mexico.
2. A news story related to New Mexico government.
3. A news story about New Mexico history.
4. A story and picture about a New Mexico city or town.
5. A New Mexico tourist attraction.
6. A story about a New Mexico natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of New Mexico.
8. The temperature in the city of Truth or Consequences, New Mexico.
9. A photo of a famous New Mexico historical site.
10. A sports story about a local New Mexico town sports team.
11. A classified ad for a New Mexico job.
12. The weather forecast for New Mexico’s capitol city.
13. Make a list of as many names of places in New Mexico you can find.
14. A story about a famous historical figure from New Mexico.
15. A news item about Native American art being held in New Mexico.

Bonus: Find a picture of a New Mexico State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it
here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of New Mexico go to www.state.nm.us
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New York - The Empire State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. Any map showing New York State.
2. A news story related to New York State government.
3. A story about your county.
4. A picture of a famous/infamous New Yorker.
5. A story about a New York natural resource or environmental feature.
6. A story related to the economy of New York.
7. A story featuring a New York athlete or team.
8. An editorial cartoon about something or someone in New York..
9. A story or photo related to local weather.
10. A story or ad for New York recreation.
11. A story from the capital of New York.
12. A classified ad for a New York job.
13. A stock market listing for a New York company.
14. A picture of a famous New York landmark.
15. An article or editorial with a New York dateline.

Bonus: Find a picture of a New York State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of New York go to www.ny.gov
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North Carolina – The Tar Heel State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of North Carolina.
2. A news story related to North Carolina government.
3. A news story about North Carolina history.
4. A story and picture about a North Carolina city or town.
5. A North Carolina tourist attraction.
6. A story about a North Carolina natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A sports story about a professional North Carolina sports team.
8. A sports story about a North Carolina college or university sports team.
9. A photo of a famous North Carolina historical site.
10. A sport's story about a local North Carolina town sports team.
11. A classified ad for a North Carolina job.
12. The weather forecast for North Carolina’s capitol city.
13. A story about a famous historical figure from North Carolina.
14. A news item about the Appalachian Mountains.

Bonus: Find a picture of a North Carolina State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it
here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of North Carolina go to www.nc.gov
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North Dakota - The Roughrider State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of North Dakota.
2. A news story related to North Dakota government.
3. A news story about North Dakota history.
4. A story and picture about a North Dakota city or town.
5. A North Dakota tourist attraction.
6. A story about a North Dakota natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of North Dakota.
8. A classified ad for used farm equipment.
9. The price of produce grown in North Dakota.
10. A sports story about a local North Dakota town sports team.
11. A classified ad for a North Dakota job.
12. The temperature in four North Dakota towns or cities.
13. Make a list of as many names of places in North Dakota you can find.
14. A story about a famous historical figure from North Dakota.
15. A photo of the Badlands.

Bonus: Find a picture of a North Dakota State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it
here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of North Dakota go to www.nd.gov
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Ohio - The Buckeye State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Ohio.
2. A news story related to Ohio government.
3. A news story about Ohio history.
4. A story and picture about a small Ohio city or town.
5. An Ohio tourist attraction.
6. A story about an Ohio natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of Ohio.
8. An article about industry in Ohio.
9. A sports story about an Ohio college or university’s sports team.
10. A sports story about a local Ohio town sports team.
11. A classified ad for an Ohio job.
12. The temperature in four Ohio towns or cities.
13. A story or photo about a major Ohio waterway.
14. A story about a famous historical figure from Ohio.
15. A photo of a major city landmark

Bonus: Find a picture of an Ohio State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Ohio go to www.ohio.gov
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Oklahoma - The Sooner State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Oklahoma.
2. A news story related to Oklahoma state government.
3. A news story about Oklahoma history.
4. A story and picture about an Oklahoma city or town.
5. An Oklahoma tourist attraction.
6. A story about an Oklahoma natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of Oklahoma.
8. The temperature in an Oklahoma city with an American Indian name.
9. A sports story about an Oklahoma college or university sports team.
10. A sports story about a local Oklahoma town sports team.
11. A classified ad for an Oklahoma job.
12. The weather forecast for 4 Oklahoma towns or cities.
13. Make a list of as many names of places in Oklahoma you can find.
14. A story about someone getting something done Sooner than everybody else.

Bonus: Find a picture of an Oklahoma State symbol. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Oklahoma go to www.state ok.us
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Oregon - The Beaver State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Oregon.
2. A news story related to Oregon government.
3. A news story about Oregon history that mentions Lewis and Clark.
4. A story and picture about an Oregon city or town.
5. An Oregon tourist attraction.
6. A story about an Oregon natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of Oregon.
8. A sports story about an Oregon professional sports team.
9. A sports story about an Oregon college or university sports team.
10. A sports story about a local Oregon town sports team.
11. A classified ad for an Oregon job.
12. The weather forecast for 4 Oregon towns or cities.
13. Make a list of Oregon cities that have American Indian names.
14. A story originating from Oregon’s capitol city.
15. A photo of a famous Oregon place.
Bonus: Find a picture of the Oregon State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Oregon go to www.oregon.gov
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Pennsylvania - The Keystone State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Pennsylvania.
2. A news story related to Pennsylvania government.
3. A news story about Pennsylvania history.
4. A story and picture about a small Pennsylvania city or town.
5. A Pennsylvania tourist attraction.
6. A story about a Pennsylvania natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of Pennsylvania.
8. An article about industry in Pennsylvania.
9. A sports story about a Pennsylvania college or university’s sports team.
10. A sports story about a local Pennsylvania town sports team.
11. A classified ad for a Pennsylvania job.
12. The weather forecast for Pennsylvania’s capitol city.
13. A story or photo about a famous Civil War site.
14. A story about a famous historical figure from Pennsylvania.
15. A photo of a major city landmark

Bonus: Find a picture of a Pennsylvania State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it
here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Pennsylvania go to www.state.pa.us
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Rhode Island - The Ocean State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Rhode Island.
2. A news story related to Rhode Island government.
3. A news story about Rhode Island history.
4. A story and picture about a small Rhode Island city or town.
5. A Rhode Island tourist attraction.
6. A story about a Rhode Island natural resource..
7. A business story about the economy of Rhode Island.
8. An article about the shipbuilding industry in Rhode Island.
9. A sports story about a Rhode Island college or university’s sports team.
10. A sports story about a local Rhode Island town sports team.
11. A classified ad for a health services job.
12. The weather forecast for Rhode Island’s capitol city.
13. A story or photo of a Rhode Island beach.
14. A story about a famous historical figure from Rhode Island.
15. A photo of Rhode Island’s highest natural point, Jerimoth Hill (812 feet).

Bonus: Find a picture of a Rhode Island State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it
here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Rhode Island go to www.ri.gov
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South Carolina - The Palmetto State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of South Carolina.
2. A news story related to South Carolina government.
3. A news story about South Carolina history.
4. A story and picture about a small South Carolina city or town.
5. A South Carolina tourist attraction.
6. A story about a South Carolina natural resource.
7. A business story about the economy of South Carolina.
8. An article about the tourist industry in South Carolina.
9. A sports story about a South Carolina college or university’s sports team.
10. A sports story about a local South Carolina town sports team.
11. A real estate listing for a house in the Upcountry.
12. The weather forecast for South Carolina’s capitol city.
13. A story or photo of a South Carolina state park.
14. A story about a famous historical figure from South Carolina.
15. A photo of a South Carolina civil war site.

Bonus: Find a picture of a South Carolina State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it
here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of South Carolina go to www.sc.gov
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South Dakota - The Mount Rushmore State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of South Dakota.
2. A news story related to South Dakota government.
3. A news story about South Dakota history.
4. A story and picture about a South Dakota city or town.
5. A South Dakota tourist attraction.
6. A story about a South Dakota natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of South Dakota.
8. An ad for Black Hills gold jewelry.
9. Make a list of South Dakota cities with Native American names.
10. A sports story about a local South Dakota town sports team.
11. A classified ad for a South Dakota job.
12. The temperature in four South Dakota towns or cities.
13. A story or news item relating to the Sioux Indians.
14. A story about a famous historical figure from South Dakota.
15. A photo or graphic of Mount Rushmore.

Bonus: Find a picture of a South Dakota State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it
here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of South Dakota go to www.state.sd.us
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Tennessee - The Volunteer State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Tennessee.
2. A news story related to Tennessee government.
3. A news story about Tennessee history.
4. A story and picture about a Tennessee city or town.
5. A Tennessee tourist attraction.
6. A story about a Tennessee natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of Tennessee.
8. A sports story about a Tennessee professional sports team.
9. A sports story about a Tennessee college or university sports athlete.
10. A sports story about a local Tennessee town sports team.
11. A classified ad for a Tennessee job.
12. An ad for a product made or grown in Tennessee.
13. Make a list of as many names of places in Tennessee you can find.
14. A picture of the Tennessee state flag.
15. The weather in the Tennessee capital.
Bonus: Find a picture of a Tennessee State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Tennessee go to www.tn.gov
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Texas - The Lone Star State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Texas.
2. A news story related to Texas government.
3. A news story about Texas history.
4. A story and picture about a small Texas city or town.
5. A Texas tourist attraction.
6. The temperature in a major metropolitan city.
7. A business story about the economy of Texas.
8. An article about the oil industry in Texas.
9. A sports story about a Texas college or university’s sports team.
10. A sports story about a local Texas town sports team.
11. A letter to the editor about capital punishment.
12. The weather forecast for Texas’s capitol city.
13. An ad for a festival honoring Hispanic heritage.
14. A story about a famous historical figure from Texas.
15. A photo of a famous site.

Bonus: Find a picture of a Texas State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Texas go to www.state.tx.us
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Utah - The Beehive State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Utah.
2. A news story related to Utah government.
3. A news story about Utah history.
4. A story and picture about a Utah city or town.
5. A Utah tourist attraction.
6. A story about a Utah natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A business story about the economy of Utah.
8. A story about a Utah politician.
9. A sports story about a Utah college or university sports team.
10. A sports story about a local Utah town sports team.
11. A classified ad for a Utah job.
12. The weather forecast for 4 Utah towns or cities.
13. Make a list of as many names of places in Utah you can find.
14. A story about a famous historical figure from Utah.

Bonus: Find a picture of a Utah State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Utah go to www.Utah.gov
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Vermont - The Green Mountain State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Vermont.
2. A news story related to Vermont government.
3. A news story about Vermont history.
4. A story and picture about a small Vermont city or town.
5. A Vermont tourist attraction.
6. The temperature in a major metropolitan city.
7. A business story about the economy of Vermont.
8. An article about tourism in Vermont.
9. A classified ad for an apartment in Vermont.
10. A sports story about a local Vermont town sports team.
11. A photo of Lake Champlain, Vermont’s lowest point.
12. The weather forecast for Vermont’s capitol city.
13. An ad for Ben and Jerry’s Ice Cream.
14. A story about a famous historical figure from Vermont.
15. A photo of Vermont’s highest elevation, Mount Mansfield.

Bonus: Find a picture of a Vermont State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.
Extra Credit: What do the French words verts monts mean in English?

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Vermont go to www.vermont.gov
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Virginia - Old Dominion
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Virginia.
2. A news story related to Virginia government.
3. A news story about Virginia history.
4. A story and picture about a small Virginia city or town.
5. A Virginia tourist attraction.
6. The temperature in the birthplace of two U.S. presidents from Virginia.
7. A business story about the economy of Virginia.
8. An article about tourism in Virginia.
9. A classified ad for an apartment in Virginia.
10. A sports story about a local Virginia town sports team.
11. A photo of the Virginia peninsula that has an aircraft carrier named for it.
12. The weather forecast for Virginia’s capitol city.
13. An ad for a job in Virginia’s computer software industry.
14. A story about a famous historical figure from Virginia.
15. A photo of the Blue Ridge Mountains.

Bonus: Find a picture of a Virginia State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Virginia go to www.virginia.gov
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Washington – The Evergreen State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.

1. A map of any part of Washington.
2. A news story related to Washington government.
3. A news story about Washington history.
4. A story and picture about a Washington city or town.
5. A Washington tourist attraction.
6. A story about a Washington natural resource or environmental feature.
7. A sports story about a Washington professional sports team.
8. A sports story about a Washington college or university sports team.
9. A sports story about a local Washington sports team.
10. A classified ad for a Washington job.
11. The weather forecast for 4 Washington towns or cities.
12. Make a list of as many names of places in Washington you can find.
13. A name of a Washington business.
14. Something grown in Washington State.
15. A Washington radio station, television station or newspaper.
16. Anything from the “other” Washington, Washington D.C.
Bonus: Find a picture of a Washington State flag or emblem, or the word “Washington”
in a headline.

My name________________________________Total items found__________________
For more information about our great state, go to www.wa.gov
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West Virginia – The Mountain State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of West Virginia.
2. A news story related to West Virginia government.
3. A news story about West Virginia history.
4. A story and picture about a small West Virginia city or town.
5. A West Virginia tourist attraction.
6. The temperature in four West Virginia cities.
7. A business story about the economy of West Virginia.
8. An article about tourism in West Virginia.
9. An editorial on mining in West Virginia.
10. A sports story about a local West Virginia town sports team.
11. A photo of an Appalachian Mountain location.
12. The weather forecast for West Virginia’s capitol city.
13. An article about unemployment in West Virginia.
14. A story about a famous historical figure from West Virginia.
15. A photo of a famous West Virginia landmark.

Bonus: Find a picture of a West Virginia State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it
here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of West Virginia go to www.wv.gov
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Wisconsin – The Badger State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Wisconsin.
2. A news story related to Wisconsin government.
3. A news story about Wisconsin history.
4. A story and picture about a small Wisconsin city or town.
5. An ad for an apartment in Wisconsin’s largest city.
6. The temperature in four Wisconsin cities.
7. A business story about the economy of Wisconsin.
8. An article about tourism in Wisconsin.
9. A reference to “cheeseheads.”
10. A sports story about a local Wisconsin town sports team.
11. A sports score for a Wisconsin professional sports team.
12. The weather forecast for Wisconsin’s capitol city.
13. Make a list of Wisconsin cities with names related to its early mining industry.
14. A story about a famous historical figure from Wisconsin.
15. A photo of a famous Wisconsin landmark.

Bonus: Find a picture of a Wisconsin State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Wisconsin go to www.wisconsin.gov
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Wyoming – The Equality State
Newspaper Scavenger Hunt
Using the newspaper, find as many as you can of the items below in today's newspaper.
Indicate the section and page where you found each item and write the headline of each
story.
1. A map of Wyoming.
2. A news story related to Wyoming government.
3. A news story about Wyoming history.
4. A story and picture about a small Wyoming city or town.
5. An ad for a ranching-related job in Wyoming.
6. The temperature in four Wyoming cities.
7. A business story about the economy of Wyoming.
8. An article about tourism in Wyoming.
9. A reference to the Continental Divide.
10. A sports story about a local Wyoming town sports team.
11. A story dealing with environmental issues in Wyoming.
12. The weather forecast for Wyoming’s capitol city.
13. An ad or community listing for a rodeo.
14. A story about a famous historical figure from Wyoming.
15. A photo of Yellowstone National Park.

Bonus: Find a picture of a Wyoming State emblem or flag. Cut it out and paste it here.

My Name: ___________________________ Total items found: ___________________
For more information about the great State of Wyoming go to www.wyoming.gov
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